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East Paleistan Floodplain Morphology
A. I. B. RIZVI, UDlvenlt,. of Denver

Flood plalna are interesting areas. Far from being monotonous and
featureless, as otten described by the traditional geomorphologist, these
are characterized by a variety ot interesting landforms. It is the purpose
of this paper to describe the morphological characteristics of the East
Paldstan flood p1&tns and to explain lOme signlttcant teatures in terms
of fluvial processes operative in this area.

THE THREE MA.JOR FLooD PLAINS (Fig. 1)

The major flood plains ot East Pakistan are associated with the
Gange., Brahmaputra (locally called the Jamuna), and Meghna rivers.
The Jamuna (Brahmaputra), which enters East Pakistan from the Assam
valley and flow. longitUdinally, occupies the central position between the
Gange. and the Meghna and is by far the dominant river of the region.
The Ganges is close second but the Meghna is much smaller than the
other two rivers.

The Gangu-The northern I1mit of the flood plain of the Lower
Ganges River, in eastern IndIa before it enters East Pakistan, is marked
by the alluvial cones of its Himalayan tributaries, the most notable of
which are the Kosi and the Mahananda, and in East Pakistan by the
lOuthern edge ot the Barind Pleistocene terrace. The gigantic alluvial
cone. of the Himalayan rivers extend southward in a large area covering
northern parts of the Indian states of Bihar and West Bengal. The
Rajmahal Hills, close to the right bank of the river near the Rajmahal
tum, form the southern limit of the Ganges flood plain. East of the
Rajmahal tum the Ganges starts giving otf distributaries on its right
bank 80 that the flood plain is limited to the tract between the river and
the Barind terrace on its left side.

Above the Rajmahal turn big bends are formed by the Ganges, but
the channel shows braiding tendency. Below this point the bends are
.light and the river has a single narrow channel up to Giria where three
i.lands appear in the channel. Farther down between Godagari and
Dumaria the banks ot the Ganges consist ot stitt clayey material, which
yield little to the erosive action of the river. The channel is fixed here
and has shown no signs of change for a long time, but near Rajshahi the
sandy banks are easily washed away and channel shifting is a usual
phenomenon. From Rajshahi to Goalundo, where occurs the Ganges
Jamuna confluence, bank caving and bar formation is constantly going
on, and the channel shows a braiding tendency (Rizvi, 1956). The aver
age gradient of the Ganges River in East Pakistan, as well as the slope
of its levee crest, is about a foot per mile. Discharge measurements at
the high stage during the last 30 years vary trom 1.4 to 2.2 million cu.
tt./eee. and show some degree of unifonnity of maximum annual flow.
Gauge records since 1910 indicate a variation ot less than five feet between
the highest and the lowest maximum water levels (Abbas, 1964). The
absolute highest stage was recorded in 1910 when the estimated discharge
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reached 3.0 mUllon cu. ft./sec. Sedimentary discharge of the Ganges 111
estimated to be .35() to 400 mUllon tons a year or about the same &8 that
ot the M1ssi8sippl River (Fisk, 1H").

The JCJmuM-The Jamuna is the present channel of the Brahmaputra
River in East Pakistan. The earlier course ot the river, through which It
flowed until 1779, is called the Old Brahmaputra, which sUll carries some
water ot the main river, especially during the monsoon season. The length
of the river from the point it enters East Pakistan to its confluence with
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Fig. 1. East Pakistan major flood plain8
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the Ganges 18 170 miles. For the rest ot ita 1800-m11e course It traverses
Tibet and the Indian state ot Auam. The flood plain of the Jamuna is
sharply delimited by the Ple18tocene terraces on both sides. The river is
located almost in the middle ot a 35- to 4o-mile wide plain between the
Madhupur terrace on the east and the Baind terrace on the west.

By diverting its course into the present channel, less than 200 years
ago, the Brahmaputra baa captured a plain tormed by a number of
tributaries ot the Ganges or the distributaries of the Brahmaputra. The
topography produced by the earlier streams still can be identified although
the Jamuna is actively engaged in modifying the forms and superimposing
its own pattern over the earlier one.

Several older, prehistoric courses ot the river also can be identified
on air phot08, topographic maps, and in the field farther east of the Old
Brahmaputra. The Jamuna presents a sharp contrast from the older
courses ot the Brahmaputra in terms ot channel patterns, sedimentary
characteristics, and other morphological expressions. The old abandoned
channels exhibit a pronounced tendency to meander, with a little braiding
here and there. In most cases they have well-formed natural levees indi
cating a long period of occupation of each channel. Although some fine
sand is tound associated with channel fill deposits, natural levees, and
point bars, these were essentially silt-carrying streams as exhibited by the
fine-gained leveee material. These streams, when active, were also nar
rower and deeper than the Jamuna channel. The present course of the
Brahmaputra is typically braided and is characterized by a wide and shal
low channel with numerous sand bars and towheads. The load of the
river consists ot sediments which are now being deposited on parts of the
captured flood plain. Natural levees are absent all along the Jamuna
channel. As a result of its diversion into the Jamuna channel the Brah
maputra has changed from a silt-carrying, levee-building, narrow, and
deep river to a sandy, wide, and shallow stream. The change in the sedi
mentary characteristics of the river can be partially explained with refer
ence to the diversion ot the Ttsta River, which abandoned its old southerly
course to the Ganges in favor of a new southeasterly course which made
it a tributary of the Jamuna. The Ttsta flows over the sandy alluvial fan
surface of North Bengal and is one of the major contributaries of coarse
sediments to the Jamuna. However, a considerable amount of sand is
also derived by the Jamuna by eroding its banks. Sedimentary discharge
of the river is estimated to be 700-1000 million tons a year or nearly twice
the amount carried by the Ganges or the Mississippi. Gauge and dis
charge measurements were started in 1949 and 1956 respectively, and
dUring this period a discharge of over 2.0 million cu. ft./sec. has been
recorded several times. It is believed that the maximum discharge of the
river is likely to exceed 3.0 million cu. ft./sec. (Abbas, 1965) (see Fig. 2).

Tile .Ifeg"Ra-The Meghna is the amallest of the three major streams
wIth a drainage baa1n of more than 11,000 square miles in East Pakistan
(Abbas, 1966). Its flood plain extends north-south from the base of
Shillong Plateau to its confluence with the Ganges at Chandpur and be
tween the Trlpura-ehittagong ranges on the east and the Madhupur ter
race on the weat. It is a lOW-lying area and remains under water during
the monsoon months when the Meghna and its tributaries overflow their
banks. It is joined by the Old Brahmaputra and numerous clear-water
streams coming out of Sylhet Jhee1 where they deposit most of their load.
The eastern tributaries of the Meghna. rising in the Tripura Hills, have
a short course and are responsible for supplying enough coarse material
to the Meghna. The maximum flood stage dl8charge of the river varies
from about 300,000 cu. ft./sec. to leas than ~.OOO co. ft./sec. Its sedi
mentary dlaeharge is eetlrnated to be between one-third and one-half that
of the Ganges.
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Fig. 2. Jamuna floodplain, geomorphic teaturea
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PBocE88Es AND FoRMS

Clulnul 'Pattena.t-Channel pattern of the East Pakistan floodplain
.treanuI can be cJauitled 88 braided and meandering. TIle braided streams
have flat or nearly traJl8Vene protnes, devoid of the deep, narrow depres
810na called thalweg., whereas the meandering stre&m8 have deeper chan
nela and concave transverse profUes. A braided stream is characterized
by channel complexity. It occupies many channela which entwine tow
heada and bars of various lhapea and sizes. A meandering 8tream, on the
other hand, occupies a 8lngle, simple channel except during the low flood
ltage when it may acquire some characteristics of a braided stream. The
capacity of meandering streams to carry material is greater than the load
they actually do carry, whereas the braided streams are almost always
overloaded.

The braided streama are the most dominant type found in the flood
pJa1nl of East Paki8tan and are the chief agent of aggradation. The
Jamuna-Bahmaputra 11 the cl88lic example of a braided stream. The
Gangea and allO the MeghDa meander broadly within their respective flood
pla1rul but display a fairly strong tendency to braid, especially dUring the
flood stage. A number of emaIl streams, especially in the Jamuna flood
p1a1n, may be cOlllldered 88 typically meandering streams.

Natural Levee. and Backswamp3-The ailuvial ridges along the
meandering stre&m8, called natural levees, and the flanking depressions,
termed backswampa, have characteristically developed along the Ganges
and the MeghDa rivers, whereas along the Jamuna they are conspicuously
abient. The width and the height of the levees are proportional to the
size of the channel. The average width of the Ganges levee, measured
from the crest to the backswamp, is about a mlle. The Meghna levees
are about one-half of Ganges levees in width. The levees associated with
the old, abandoned channels of the Brahmaputra are comparable to those
of the Ganges and serve as excellent field indicators of the old courses
of the great river.

A number of distributaries of the Old Brahmaputra, such as the
Lohajang, Atai, Banal, Jh1nai, and others, t'..arr1ed a much greater volume
of water before the Jamuna diversion than now. The levees built by these
old d18trlbutartes, more than 200 years ago, indicate their former size.
After the Jamuna diversion, and because they had no connection left with
the master stream. they became undertit streams in their former channels.
These undertlt streams have a tendency to make a channel within the
channel and to create a new meander pattern of their own. The meander
curves of the undertit streams are very much smaller than the curves of
the relict atreams they occupy. The measurement of the meander loops
of the deteriorated streams of the Jamuna flood plaln indicates that they
were undoubtedly made by streams of much larger size than the ones
that occupy them at present. Within an airline distance of 16 miles the
Lobajang River makes 20 meanders. Slmilarly, the Bansl River has U
meanders within 1" mUes. The Jhlnal has 20 meanders within U miles.
The highly linUOUI At&t has approximately 30 meanders in 15 miles. The
Lohajang, Bansl, Jh1nai, and Atal have, thus, an average of one meander
for a Itratght line distance of 0.8, 1.0, 0.1, and 0.5 mile, respectively.
Theae meanden are apparenUy too large for the present streams and
were made when they carried greater volume of water than they do now
(Raaheed. 19M).

J'oaMI ~Natural levees are three-dlmenad.onal features. They
extend not only upward and 8ldeward but &lao downward 88 a result of
compaction and subsidence. In an active river the annual deposition of
Hdlmentll on the top of a levee compensates for the subsidence which takes
place wthln a year. When the levees are no longer built up 88 a result of
deterioration of the river. the !eve. continue to subside and gradually
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Fig. 3. Changes in the channel of the .Yamuna River (1907-19C56)
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become incol18piCUOU8. 'nle levees associated with the old streams of the
Jamuna flood plain are .wI a prominent feature on the surface and can
be easily recognized in the field as well as on maps and air photos. The
tenn I~..u levee 18 introduced here to designate the levees of the old
streams which have been gradually subsiding. Although the levee tops
continue to r1ae above the general surface, their slopes are partially or
wholly drowned in more recent alluvium. The fossU levees tend to rise
abruptly from the sediments surrounding them and burying their slopes.

Bcmk Br03km and Channel Wtdening-A comparison of maps pre
pared by the survey of Pakl8tan and Directorate of Land Records of East
Pakistan showing the posit1ol18 of the Jamuna channel in 1907, 1942, and
1955 reveals a general widening of the river throughout its East Pakistan
course. The width of the channel, as measured from one bank to another
across the sand bars, varied from a minimum of 1.6 miles to 6.4 miles in
1907. The minimum and maximum width in 1955 became 3.2 and 9.6
mUes respectively. In le88 than fifty years the average width of the
channel has increased from 3.46 miles to 6.52 miles. However, the process
of channel widening was most active up to 1942; since then the channel
exhibits a comparative stabUtty. During the 13-year period from 1942 to
1955 the average width has increased by 0.04 mile only, which shows a
much lower rate of erosion (see Fig 3).

Bank erosion in the Jamuna is more active at the time of falling
flood than at high stage time. At bank-full stage the river has a tendency
to deepen its channel by eroding the bars deposited in the last season.
Bank recession is also a function of caving and slumping rather than the
so-called lateral planation.

The study of alluvial morphology in East Pakistan is still in its in
fancy. The three great flood plains together with the combined delta of
the Ganges and Brahmaputra form one of the largest alluvial areas of
the world and offer a unique opportunity to a student of fluvial processes
and forms. It caUs tor team effort and international cooperation among
scientists.
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